PREMIER CUSTOMIZATION AND LUXURY GIFT COMPANY GOLDGENIE
EXCLUSIVELY LAUNCHES THE GOLD BLACKBERRY Q10
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The luxury phone debuted on May 2nd and since then, well over 130 have been sold. Goldgenie
(http://www.goldgenie.com) has set the benchmark again being the first company to release the Gold Q10,
and it comes SIM Free and enabled for use on any network in the world. Indeed, the phone is proving very
popular with Russian and Middle-Eastern blue chip companies who are selecting the handset as a high-end
corporate gift.
Beautifully made and competitively priced, the Gold Blackberry Q10
(http://www.goldgenie.com/gold-blackberry-q10.php) looks set to become Goldgenie’s fastest-selling
phone. Unique in its elegant design, the Q10 boasts a 24ct gold-plated bezel exterior and a 24ct gold
integrated panel beneath the key pad.
Super-thin compared to the 9900 Bold that came before it, the Q10 is BlackBerry’s lightest ever
handset. Its sculpted surfaces can be uniquely customised according to individual client tastes.
Considered to be the easiest to use of all Blackberry’s phones, the Gold Q10 boasts a 3.14 screen and a
special BlackBerry QWERTY keyboard. With the new advanced BB10 operating system that includes 16GB of
RAM, the Gold Q10 from Goldgenie is a gadget and phone lover’s dream. Competitive pricing, state of the
art features and innovative design, will help to make the Q10 rank as Goldgenie’s swiftest-selling
phone thus far, if sales trends continue. Goldgenie CEO Laban Roomes said: "By far our fastest-selling
customised Gold smartphone to date, the BlackBerry Q10 is creating a big buzz and we are certainly glad
to see Research In Motion gaining back lost ground with their latest releases including the Porsche
Design which has also been a huge success for my company".
Clients can either purchase the Gold BlackBerry Q10 directly from Goldgenie at
http://www.goldgenie.com/gold-blackberry-q10.php or find it at selected high street stores.
ABOUT GOLDGENIE:
Having already achieved reasonable success gold plating company Goldgenie shot to fame its founder Laban
Roomes successfully appeared on the BBC’s popular show Dragon’s Den (winning investment from
multi-millionaire dragon James Caan) in 2007. Goldgenie now boasts franchises on several continents, as
well as celebrity clients from the Beckhams, Elton John and Denzel Washington - not to mention a wealth
of world-leading corporate brands. The company specialises in customizing and embellishing a wide range
of items, from roses to game consoles, as well as supplying selected exclusive and luxury products to
high end retailers such as Harrods and Selfridges.
For any enquiries please contact Stephanie Carrington via press@goldgenie.com
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